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Welcome to the first 
Brexit cafe of the 
28+ perspectives 

project. 



Why a cafe? 

'for conversations that matter'.



Here’s how it 
will work: sit 
anywhere; 

you’ll have a 
table host

We'll give you 
a question. 

15 mins 
discussion on 

the table

You all move 
(anywhere) 

and the table 
host remains.
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Help yourself to canapés and drinks throughout 



We'll wrap up by 6pm.  Contact us to let us know 
what you thought. 

We'll be throwing open the doors of the Brexit 
cafe again in the course of 2018 – let us know if 
you'd like to host.



• March 2017-2019

• 5 rounds so far

• 5 panels
• 3 technical groups + NI border + Governance

• Next big step: EUCO December 2017

• State of Brexit negotiations: difficult, but not everything is 
gloom

• Brexit negotiations from the EU side

Brexit negotiations: State of the Art



EU Position

How the EU sees the UK position

• Still unclear what the UK really 
wants

• On future trade relationship:
• UK: neither Norway nor Canada 

= going beyond existing 
arrangements

• EU: UK still trying to entering 
the Single Market (SM) through 
the back door 

What the position of the EU is

• Either staying in the Single Market (with 
4 freedoms, CJEU, etc.) or outside = FTA 
(Canada)
• No cherry picking

• But before: first phase (the withdrawal 
agreement)

• Transitional agreement is OK

• No deal sub-optimal but a real 
possibility



Divergences within the 27 Plus (Institutions) 

• There are differences
• Some countries: frictionless trade

• But not rely on them much 

• On whole: still remarkable unity
• Very good cooperation so far also between EU 

Council/Commission/European Parliament

• Fundamentally, Germany adamant in preserving the integrity of the SM
• But even traditional UK allies (NL, DK)

• Also: finding difficulties in playing the role of honest brokers

• Also: no 27 Plus positions
• Many countries NO position on many Brexit issues



Brexit Negotiations: what is good?

• Citizens' rights: good progress
• Deal and compromise (including on CJEU) will be found

• On other issues (EURATOM), as well
• Some sense of dialogue and practicality at the working groups’ level

• Transitional/Implementation period: common interest here

• December, European Council: announcement of the opening of the second 
phase (maybe of the idea of a transitional agreement)



Brexit Negotiations: what is still difficult?

• Money

• Selling the bill to the British public

• £40 billion in a comparative perspective

• Norther Ireland’s border

• Ireland and UK having two different technical views on the 
feasibility of an open border (post-Brexit)

• Future relationship

• EU: realist option is a Canada (maybe plus) deal

• UK: still hoping to have de facto (not de jure) access to the SM



Role of Brexit in European campaigns

• Lack of salience 

• No sign of domino effect

• Dutch party discourse

• Framed in context of discontent and Trump

• Time for reflection

• Preserving good relations with UK
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Populist radical right and Brexit

• Victory: sovereignty, democracy, anti-elitism

• However:

o no prominent campaign issue

o no obvious shift towards hard Euroscepticism
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Initial Findings from an Analysis of 
Social Media Streams



Emotions in Brexit negotiations



Putnam’s two level game (1988)

Level 1 International 

Level 2 Domestic 

State 1 
Negotiator

State 2 
Negotiator 

Stakeholders 

•Individuals
•Communities
•Businesses
•Networks 
•Organisations

Stakeholders 

•Individuals
•Communities
•Businesses
•Networks 
•Organisations



Twitter Conversations around Brexit…

Search Terms Start Date End Date
(still monitoring)

Volume of Tweets Explicitly 
Emotional

‘article 50’ 29th Mar 17 18th Oct 17 741,000 54,400

‘hard Brexit’ 13th Sep 17 18th Oct 17 106,000 8,900

‘soft Brexit’ 13th Sep 17 18th Oct 17 11,200 500

‘single market’ 13th Sep 17 18th Oct 17 132,000 5900



Overall Tweet Volume (13th Sep – 18th Oct 2017)



Highest proportion of expressed…
• Surprise/Shock around article 50 (42%)
• Disgust around article 50 (13%)
• Fear around hard Brexit (24%)
• Sadness around hard Brexit (30%)
• Shame around hard Brexit (29%)
• Happiness around soft Brexit (48%)
• Anger around soft Brexit (9%)
• Confusion around single market (16%)



Hard Brexit



Soft Brexit



Single Market



Example (hard Brexit) User Tweet Frequency Distribution

Identify more vocal 
users/stakeholders 
and their emotions 



Q1
Please share:
• Your name
• Your organisation/sector
• Your feelings about 

'Brexit'



Q2
What's most at stake for 

you/your organisation/your 
sector in 'Brexit'?



Q3
• What are your hopes 

for the current 
negotiations?

• How widely are 
these shared in your 
sector/organisation?

• Why?




